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Novel About Elvis’s Unknown Australian Son First To
Include Soundtrack Within Story
A new novel about the long lost offspring to The King of rock n’ roll is also the first novel to
ever include a totally original soundtrack as part of the story.
Lifelong Elvis fan, Australian writer and musician, Ben Mitchell brought his love of comic
romance together with his love of songwriting to craft a story which combines music, facts
about Elvis's life, as well as fantastic imaginings about 'what if' Elvis had a son living in
Australia.
Elvis Has A Son delivers a brand new reading experience by including hyperlinks to each
song, within the eBook, and is already being celebrated by Elvis fans across the world. And,
according to the author, Elvis Has A Son is not just for Elvis fans—it's for anyone who enjoys
road-trips, adventures and romantic comedies.
“Growing up watching Elvis movies I fell in love with tales of chivalry and romance, loaded with
music, music, music!", Ben says. "The heart of Elvis Has A Son is a story about a young man
finding his self-confidence by learning to forgive and trust. But it’s packed with one-liners and
funny scenes too."
Elvis Has A Son is released just as Baz Luhrmann's Elvis film is garnering rave reviews
across the planet. While countless books and movies have been written and produced
about Elvis, Elvis Has A Son is truly unique in combining an original story with original
music to create a novel like no other: a novel fit for The King.
Ben Mitchell released Elvis Has A Son independently from his home in Byron Bay, NSW,
Australia on 21st June 2022. Elvis Has A Son is now available directly from www.benmitchell.com.
- First novel to include an original soundtrack of 30 songs forming part of the story
- Written by Australian writer/musician, Ben Mitchell, a lifelong Elvis fan who once met Elvis
guitarist, Scotty Moore
- Research included a road-trip from L.A. across Route 66 to Elvis’ birthplace in Tupelo
- Idea for story inspired by ‘The King’, a song the author wrote in London
- Elvis facts form spine of story, including reference to Zippin Pippin, Elvis’ favourite roller coaster
- Author’s three daughters are each named after characters in the book
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Photos from author's research
trip/pilgrimage to Elvis country, USA!!

FIRST novel with
soundtrack in story

ELVIS facts
inspiration

Elvis Has A Son features an accompanying
soundtrack of 30 original songs, each forming
part of the story of discovery, courage and love.

Elvis Has A Son, author, and lifelong Elvis fan,
Ben Mitchell thoroughly researched the facts
which inspired the story, including taking a trip
across Route 66 from Elvis' home in LA to his
birthplace in Tupelo and the world famous shrine
to all things Elvis that is Graceland.

How did Elvis's son
end up in Australia?
Elvis never did tour to Australia but in the new
novel by Australian writer/musician, Ben
Mitchell, the spirit of The King is alive and well—
and living in the outback.

Author met Elvis'
guitarist...
While living in London, Elvis Has A Son author,
Ben Mitchell was invited to a Gibson showcase at
Air Studios where the VIP guest was legendary
Elvis guitarist, Scotty Moore.
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Ben Mitchell, author of Elvis Has A Son

